55 Gallon Drum Handler

Heavy Duty Drum Cradle

Height 38½” x 33” overall width and 27” opening
width. Shipping weight is 48 lb., unit is UPS
shippable.

Heavy duty one piece construction provides an economical drum
stand for draining and storing 30 and 55 gallon drums. Complete
with zinc plated handle for additional leverage.

P/N

950060

P/N

Hand Truck

Drum Cradle, 1,000 lb. capacity

Drum Handling Hand Truck
P/N 950068

Dual purpose design allows
moving conventional boxed items
as well as 16, 30 and 55 gallon
drums. Unique chime hook design
can be rotated out of the way
when not being used. 600 lb.
capacity, 10” solid rubber wheels,
50” overall height.
P/N

950009

NEW OIL

DRUM HANDLING EQUIPMENT AND COVERS

Engineered to efficiently and safely move a variety of
drum types and sizes. The unique chime hook assembly
will handle both steel or fiber drums from 25” to 48” in
height. The drum cradle provides perfect balance while
loading and moving. Small rollers placed behind
the “toes” allow easy loading and unloading
from pallets. This drum handler is
equipped with 10” x 2½” mold-on
rubber wheels with roller bearings
and grease fittings for long life.
1,000 pound capacity. Ships via
common carrier, 75 lb.

950066

Drum Heaters

P/N

950071-05

Fits 5 gallon/35 lb pails,
120 VAC, 550 watt, 4.6 amp heater
P/N

950071-16

Fits 16 gallon/120 lb drums, 120 VAC, 700 watt, 6 amp heater
P/N

950071-30

Drum Quilt
Protects the contents of 55
gallon/420 lb drums from rapid
temperature change. Uses
patented multilayer insulating
technology where each layer is
designed to act as a barrier to
any of the heat transfer
mechanisms, such as
conduction, convection,
moisture and radiation.
Ruggedly built and easy to
install. Caution: These quilts
are not designed for use with
heaters of any kind.

Fits 30 gallon drums, 120 VAC, 1000 watt, 8.4 amp heater
P/N

950071-55

P/N

MOBILE
SYSTEMS

Heavy duty silicone rubber band heaters feature a patented
serpentine wound and grounded heating element laminated
between two layers of 20 mil fiberglass reinforced silicone
rubber. These 120 VAC heaters
include a 6 foot power cord and
plug. Not for use with lined steel
drums or plastic drums.

950073

55 Gallon/420 lb Drum Quilt

Fits 55 gallon/420 lb drums, 120 VAC, 1200 watt, 10 amp heater
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